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Abstract—Micro-Doppler signatures can be used not only to
recognize different targets, such as vehicles, helicopters, animals,
and people, but also to classify varying activities, e.g., walking,
running, creeping, and crawling. For this purpose, a plethora of
features have been proposed in the literature; however, dozens
of features are not required to achieve high classification performance. The topic of feature selection has been under addressed
in micro-Doppler studies. Moreover, the optimal feature set is not
static but varies under different operational conditions, such as
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), dwell time, and aspect angle. The mutual information of features relative to the classification problem
at hand offers a measure for assessing the efficacy of features
and thus sets a unique framework for feature selection. In this
paper, information-theoretic (IT) feature selection techniques are
used to identify essential features and minimize the total number
of required features, while maximizing classification performance.
It is seen that, although some features are consistently preferred,
others are never selected. Results show that for SNRs over 10 dB
and at least 1 s of data, this approach yields 96% correct classification when the target moves along the radar line-of-sight and over
65% correct classification for tangential motion.
Index Terms—Automatic target recognition (ATR), classification, feature selection, human micro-Doppler, radar signatures.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE micro-Doppler effect [1]–[3] is caused by the vibration or rotation of any part of a target resulting in
frequency modulation in addition to the Doppler shift caused
by the target’s translational motion. For example, the rotation of
the wheels of a vehicle, the treads of a tank, and the blades of a
helicopter all result in radar micro-Doppler [4]–[7]. In humans,
the time-varying motion of the torso, arms, legs, hands, and feet
result in a unique micro-Doppler signature that can be visually
separated from that of other targets, including animals [8],
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[9]. In fact, even the micro-Doppler signature resulting from
varying human activities may be differentiated. For example,
Greneker [10] exploited gait-induced changes in micro-Doppler
to develop a suicide-bomber detection system.
The most commonly used time–frequency representation for
micro-Doppler signatures is the spectrogram, although other
representations such as the Gabor transform, the Wigner distribution function, the Gabor–Wigner transform [11], [12], and
empirical mode decomposition [13] have also been used. In
radar, the spectrogram for a target is obtained by taking the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the slow-time slice of
the pulse-compressed radar return signal. Most micro-Dopplerbased automatic target recognition (ATR) and activity classification algorithms exploit pattern recognition principles,
performing classification based on a set of features extracted
from the micro-Doppler signature.
Over the last decade, a plethora of features have been
proposed to classify human micro-Doppler signatures [8],
[14]–[16], such as average torso velocity, Doppler bandwidth,
Fourier series coefficients, and leg swing frequency, to name
just a few. However, all of these features are not necessary
to achieve good classification performance. For example, Kim
and Ling [14] achieved a correct classification rate of around
92% among seven different activities using six features. Indeed,
not only the number of features but also which features are
selected directly affects classification performance. Inclusion
of features irrelevant to the classification problem degrades the
accuracy of the classification process. Redundant features also
unnecessarily increase computation costs and complexity.
Thus, selection of the minimal set of relevant features is
important in optimizing classification performance. In [14], a
graphic showing how classification rates improve with the number of features utilized is given; however, no feature selection
methodology is provided. There have been some studies that
explore the use of mutual information [15] and entropy [16]
to rank features or to find a difference metric for classifying
data sets [17]. Dimension reduction using principal component analysis (PCA) [18] has also been recently proposed to
minimize computational complexity; however, PCA generates
a smaller set of new features optimized to be maximally uncorrelated as opposed to selecting from the original feature set.
Although PCA does result in a smaller feature set size, there
are no criteria on class separability and hence classification
performance may be suboptimal.
In general, feature selection algorithms can be divided into
two basic categories [19]: wrappers and filters. Wrappers select
features by heuristically searching the original feature space
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for the feature subset that yields the best classification performance for a given classifier. Thus, both the features selected
and classification accuracy depend upon the classifier, and the
features selected may not yield the same performance for other
classifiers. Moreover, the computational cost tends to be high
because of repeatedly implementing the classification process
for each possible feature subset.
In contrast, filter approaches select the set of highest ranking features based on evaluation metrics, such as distance
(Euclidian and Mahalanobis), information (entropy and mutual
information), dependence (correlation), and consistence (maximum margin and maximum conditional independence). The
primary disadvantage of filters is that it is possible to miss
the contribution of a feature that has a low rank when applied
by itself but yields a significant contribution when used in
combination with other features. Hybrid algorithms attempt to
mitigate such disadvantages by exploiting both approaches. For
example, Peng et al. [20] first reduced the feature space using
a filter method but made the final feature selection using a
wrapper method to achieve greater accuracy.
Because the longer term goal of this paper is to design a
cognitive radar network for human activity recognition, it is
desired that performance be optimized independent of the classifier used and in a computationally efficient manner. Among
filter approaches, information-theoretic (IT) feature selection
has unique advantages, such as being applicable for multivariate
random variables regardless of the underlying relationships
between variables. Considering the features and classes set as
random variables, mutual information measures how relevant
each feature is to the class and the correlation among every
feature. In this way, it is possible to select the set of features
that are more informative about the class. Moreover, in most
cases, maximization of the mutual information minimizes the
probability of error, thereby reducing the number of misclassifications [21], [22].
However, exact computation of the mutual information
between all features and the class variable has high computational complexity. Several practical ways to implement
mutual-information-based feature selection (MIFS) in a computationally efficient fashion have been proposed in the literature, such as the MIFS [23], improved MIFS (MIFS-U) [24],
and minimum redundancy–maximum relevance (mRMR) [20]
algorithms, among others. However, the performance of these
algorithms is highly dependent upon the data set upon which
the algorithm is applied.
In this paper, the performance of IT feature selection on radar
micro-Doppler data sets is compared with that of a sequential
forward selection wrapper, a method that typically yields higher
classification performance as compared with filter methods.
Results show that IT feature selection yields results quite comparable to that offered by the wrapper approach and that these
methods can be used to optimize classification performance.
Selected feature subsets are examined to determine which features are typically preferred for varying conditions. It is found
that some features previously proposed in the literature are
rarely selected, whereas other features are consistently chosen
as critically relevant to the classification problem at hand.
Moreover, classification performance is evaluated not only for
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ideal conditions but also as a function of radar-target geometry,
SNR, and dwell time.
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, in
Section II, a discussion of IT feature selection algorithms is
given. In Section III, the data set of human micro-Doppler signatures is presented and discussed. In Section IV, the methods
used to extract features from human micro-Doppler are described. In Section V, IT and wrapper feature selection methods
are compared in terms of classification performance and feature
set size. The features most often selected are identified and
discussed. In Section VI, the impact of SNR and dwell time
on classification performance is presented. The performance
improvements achievable by data-dependent feature selection
are quantitatively demonstrated. Finally, in Section VI, key
contributions and future work are discussed.
II. M UTUAL -I NFORMATION -BASED F EATURE S ELECTION
To assess the degree of relevance of a feature to a given
classification problem, the information content of features must
first be quantified. Formally, the entropy of a discrete random
variable is defined as

p(x) · log2 (p(x)) .
(1)
H(X) = −
x

The entropy of a random variable is the measure of uncertainty about that random variable. Similarly, the mutual information between two discrete random variables is defined as



p(x, y)
p(x, y) · log2
I(X; Y ) =
(2)
p(x)p(y)
x
y
where p(x, y) is the joint probability mass function (PMF),
and p(x) and p(y) are the marginal PMFs of the random
variables X and Y , respectively. Mutual information between
two random variables is the measure of information that one
random variable gives about the other. Random variables that
are independent of each other have zero mutual information,
although mutual information reaches its maximum value when
the two random variables are fully correlated.
The concept of mutual information can be used to order features based on their contribution of information. Let us define
f1 and f2 as random variables referring to two features, whereas
C is a random variable referring to class. Then, the mutual
information between f1 , f2 , and C is defined as I(f1 , f2 ; C)
and can be written in two ways [25]
I(f1 , f2 ; C) = I(f1 ; C) + I(f2 ; C | f1 )

(3)

I(f1 , f2 ; C) = I(f2 ; C) + I(f1 ; C | f2 )

(4)

where I(f1 ; C) and I(f2 ; C) represent the mutual information
between the class variable C and the first feature f1 and the
second feature f2 , respectively. The term I(f2 ; C|f1 ) represents
the mutual information between the second feature and C,
given the first feature, whereas I(f1 ; C|f2 ) is defined similarly.
Then, to determine which of the two features (f1 or f2 ) provides
more information about the class variable C, I(f1 ; C) and
I(f2 ; C) are compared and the feature that results in a larger
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value is selected. Let the set of all features be denoted by F ,
for F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fN }, where fi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) indicate
individual features. Then, to find an M-element subset S of

}, such that I(S; C) is the largest
F , i.e., S = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fM
among all such subsets, the above approach may be generalized
by comparing all I(S; C) for all M-element subsets [25].
Ideally, computing the conditional and joint PMFs used to
calculate I(S; C) requires the calculation of multidimensional
histograms. However, due to the “curse of dimensionality,”
approaches that yield high performance for low volumes of
data become increasingly unworkable as the dimensionality of
the data (number of features and classes) increases. Therefore,
practical implementation of I(S; C) requires reducing the dimensionality by either eliminating features with low information content or high redundancy with respect to other features
for the classification problem at hand. Much research has been
done on how to optimally compute mutual information with the
minimum computational load. The most significant algorithms
that have been proposed in the literature for optimizing the
computation of I(S; C) vis-a-vis feature selection are discussed
in the following.
A. Battiti’s MIFS Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, selecting k features out of N features
is computationally too complex and not practical to implement.
The MIFS algorithm proposed by Battiti [23] in 1994 implements greedy selection of features to arrive at a more computationally tractable approach to mutual information calculations.
In MIFS, features are selected one by one. In each iteration, the
feature that maximizes
⎞
⎛

I(fs ; fi )⎠
(5)
max ⎝I(C; fi ) − β
fs ∈S

is sought. The first term in (5) is the mutual information
between feature fi in F and the class variable C, and I(fs ; fi )
is the mutual information between fi and the already selected
feature fs in the selected feature set S.
Initially, the set of selected features is empty. Therefore, in
the first round of the algorithm, simply, the feature fi in F that
maximizes I(C; fi ) is calculated. Then, fi is excluded from
F and is included in S. In the second round, the feature in F
that maximizes I(C; fi ) − β fs ∈S I(fs ; fi ) is searched. The
algorithm repeats itself until all k features are selected. The
computation in (5) accounts for selecting a feature that is highly
informative about the class variable but, at the same time, is not
very similar to previously selected features.
B. Kwak and Choi’s MIFS-U Algorithm
In MIFS, the parameter β controls the relative importance
of relevance and redundancy. If β = 0, the algorithm chooses
features that more or less provide the same information. As β
increases, maximization of the expression in (5) requires that
the features selected in each round of the algorithm should be
such that they are increasingly independent from each other
(I(fs ; fi ) should be small). Moreover, for large β, the rela-
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tionship between the selected features and the class variable,
as given by I(C; fi ), is valued less, so that the relationship
between features has a more significant effect on (5), which is
maximized during feature selection. This is a problem because
we would like to find the minimal feature set that has the
greatest relevance to the class variable and not simply a set
of independent features. To alleviate this problem, Kwak and
Choi [24] suggested an adjustment to MIFS as follows:
⎞
⎛
 I(C; fs )
I(fs ; fi )⎠ .
(6)
max ⎝I(C; fi ) − β
H(fs )
fs ∈S

Here, H(fs ) is the entropy of a feature in the selected feature
set S. As I(C; fs ) ≤ H(fs ) [26], the ratio in (6) indicates
the importance of fs in S, and this ratio is used as a coefficient for I(fs ; fi ). Thus, fi needs to be less relevant to
more informative features; yet, redundancy is tolerable for
less informative features. Moreover, at the beginning of the
selection process, relevance to the class variable is ensured,
although as the selected feature set grows, the new selections
are required to be increasingly less redundant. In this way,
the ratio I(C; fs )/H(fs ) facilitates efficient deselection of
features.
C. Peng et al.’s Minimum Redundancy–Maximum
Relevance Algorithm
The mRMR algorithm [20] alters the MIFS algorithm by
instead calculating
⎛
⎞

1
max ⎝I(C; fi ) −
I(fs ; fi )⎠
(7)
|S|
fs ∈S

during the feature selection process. Unlike (5), the coefficient
in front of the redundancy term changes as the selected feature
set grows. Thus, as the number of features selected increases,
the mRMR method places a greater importance on relevance
to the classification problem, as opposed to independence from
previously selected features.
D. Other Methods and Discussion
In addition to the methods described earlier, several other
IT feature selection methods have been proposed in the literature. These include the normalized mutual-information-based
feature selection (NMIFS) algorithm and a genetic algorithm
guided by mutual information for feature selection (GAMIFS),
which are both proposed by Estevez et al. [26], and a hierarchical clustering algorithm proposed by Sotoca and Pla [27].
As opposed to MIFS, MIFS-U or mRMR, the NMIFS algorithm can be applied to a global set of features. The entropy of a
random variable depends on its PMF. Thus, when the number of
values in the domain set or the probability distribution changes,
the entropy changes. This also affects the mutual information
between two random variables. Therefore, NMIFS suggests
using normalized mutual information, where I(fi ; fs ) is normalized by min{H(fs ), H(fi )}. This normalization restricts
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the values to be in [0,1], which can result in better performance
for certain data sets. However, NMIFS performs poorly when
the selected feature set is relevant as a group, but individual
features are not.
GAMIFS provides an improvement on NMIFS by finding
both individually relevant features and features that are relevant
as a group. Moreover, GAMIFS is a hybrid method, where
filter approaches are combined with wrapper approaches. Using
NMIFS to suggest good starting points, the genetic algorithm
helps find dependence between groups of features, instead of
handling features individually.
Supervised feature selection by hierarchical clustering using
conditional mutual information-based distances is proposed
in [27]. This method uses feature clustering as an approximation to minimize the minimal relevant redundancy criterion, which selects M out of N possible features such that
I(X1 , X2 , . . . , XN ; C) − I(S; C) is as small as possible for
minimal classification error.
It is important to note that all these algorithms are suggested
as simplifications to the exact mutual information calculation in
I(S; C), and none of them returns an exact value for the mutual
information, but rather, an approximation. As [26] and [27] reveal, the classification performance of these algorithms highly
depend on the number of features selected and the database
upon which the algorithms are implemented. One objective of
this paper is to gauge the performance of IT feature selection,
specifically in relation to human micro-Doppler classification
problems. As results published in the literature do not reveal a
clear front-runner among the aforementioned algorithms, in this
paper, we choose to focus our attention on the MIFS, MIFS-U,
and mRMR algorithms. In particular, we compare the classification performance and selected feature sets of these IT-based
algorithms with those of a wrapper approach to assess which
approach is better suited to classify human micro-Doppler
data sets.
III. H UMAN M ICRO -D OPPLER S IGNATURES
In this paper, human micro-Doppler signatures as obtained
from a pulse Doppler radar transmitting a linear-frequencymodulated (LFM) chirp signal are considered. Humans are
complex targets due to the intricate limb motion required to
accomplish any of a variety of activities. The time-varying
trajectory of each body part is reflected in the radar return as
micro-Doppler modulations about the average radial velocity
measured by the radar.
There are two main approaches to simulating human
signatures: kinematic-model-based and motion-capture-based
techniques. Although simplistic kinematic models, such as
representing the signatures with only torso oscillations modeled
with a sinusoidal function [28] or animating a three-point lower
body model using the swing of a pendulum [29], have been used
in the literature, by far, the most widely used kinematic model
is the Boulic walking model [30].
The Boulic model is based on the results of a detailed
experimental study of gait analysis and uses a combination of
equations and charts to animate 17 different points and joints
on the human body. The use of the Boulic model to simulate

human micro-Doppler signatures dates back to the in 2003
seminal paper of Van Dorp and Groen [31], who represented
the total micro-Doppler signature as the sum of the returns of
12 body parts modeled as point targets possessing time-varying
trajectories as computed from the Boulic model. Experimental
tests conducted by Geisheimer et al. [32] have shown that
the superposition principle is valid for micro-Doppler signatures, and simulated data generated using the Boulic model
has been shown to be consistent with experimental radar data
[2], [33].
The kinematic model developed by Boulic, however, is valid
only for walking. Moreover, the spectrogram generated by the
Boulic model is quite “clean” in comparison to that derived
from measured radar data, yielding easier obtainable and more
accurate feature estimates and thus greater classification performance. A more realistic human spectrogram can be obtained
by instead obtaining the time-varying ranges of each body part
from motion capture data (MOCAP) of human activities.
In contrast to kinematic modeling, which relies on model
equations to compute the time-varying motion of body parts,
MOCAP-based simulations in fact simply convert one form
of measured data (video/IR sensor data) into simulated radar
data using the basic radar equations for computing the received
signal as a function of target range, as measured by the other
sensors. Thus, the data generated from MOCAP data is not
generic but actually different for each individual. This is an important point because research has shown that every individual
exhibits a different walking style [34]. MOCAP offers a way
of capturing these individual nuances of gait in the simulation
environment.
The use of MOCAP data to simulate human micro-Doppler
signatures dates back to work done in [35] and [36], and
has since been used in many micro-Doppler studies, e.g., in
[37]–[40]. Motion capture data may be derived from databases,
such as the Motion Capture Library [41] developed by the
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) Motion Research Laboratory, or from commercial sensor-based motion capture systems, such as OpenStage2 from Organic Motion [42] or MVN/
BIOMECH from Xsens [43]. Recently, the low-cost Kinect sensor has been shown to be useful in generating motion capture
data suitable for simulating human micro-Doppler [44]. The
following details how MOCAP data are used to simulate microDoppler signatures.
A. Computing the Expected Human Radar Return
In general, the total return signal received by a radar is the
sum of the target response and interference. A main component
of interference is ground clutter, caused by unwanted reflections
of the surface centered about zero Doppler. Clutter suppression
using techniques such as moving target indication or adaptive
filtering is a key part of any radar system and essential to
obtaining classifiable signatures. In this paper, it is assumed
that clutter suppression has been implemented and that the
remaining residual interference can be modeled as Gaussian
noise.
The signal returned from a point target, on the other hand, is a
time-delayed frequency-shifted copy of the transmitted signal.
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Thus, for a point target, the received radar return may be written
as

sr (n, t) = at rect

t̂ − td
τ



2
ej [−2πfc +πγ(t̂−td ) ]

(8)

where the time t is defined as t = T (n − 1) + t̂ in terms of
the pulse repetition interval (PRI) T , pulse number n, and time
relative to the start of each PRI t̂; at is the amplitude as given by
the radar range equation; τ is the pulsewidth; c is the speed of
light; γ is the chirp slope; fc is the transmitted center frequency;
and td is the round-trip time delay from antenna and target,
which is defined in terms of the range R, as td = 2R/c.
Applying superposition, the total return from a human is
expressed as the sum of the returns of the body parts, where
each body part is in turn represented as a point target

sh (n, t) =

K



at,i rect

i=1

t̂ − td,i
τ



2
ej [−2πfc +πγ(t̂−td,i ) ] (9)

where at,i and td,i are the amplitude and time delay of the
return of each body part, and K is the total number of body
parts. The amplitude term at,i may be computed from the
radar range equation as a function of radar system parameters,
atmospheric and system loss factors, and target range and radar
cross section (RCS). In this paper, we assume that loss factors
remain constant over the distance traveled by the target. The
RCS of each body part is approximated by the electromagnetic
scattering of the approximate geometrical shapes: a sphere for
the head and ellipsoids for the remaining body parts. Lumping
constant terms into a single factor A, the amplitude term may
thus be approximated as at,i = A/Ri .
The received human return is then stored as a slow-time–fasttime matrix. After pulse compression, the fast-time values are
converted to range bins, and the target return is concentrated in
the bin corresponding to the target’s range. If the total distance
traveled by the target is greater than the range resolution of the
radar, target motion may be spread over multiple range bins
(i.e., range migration may occur). Range migration should be
compensated for by shifting to align the peaks of each pulse
return into a single range bin [45] prior to computing the
spectrogram.
A slice across slow time at the range bin of the peak output
is then taken to find the final form of the human return, i.e.,

xp [n] =

Fig. 1. Example simulated human spectrogram for walking.

K

A −j 4πf
c
c Rn,i .
e
Rn,i
i=1

(10)

It is at this point that the MOCAP-derived time-varying range
information for each body part is incorporated into this equation
via the term Rn,i . Note that the phase term is dependent upon
the range, whose value changes with each pulse and thereby
results in Doppler and micro-Doppler shifts directly related
to average target velocity and periodic body part trajectories,
respectively.

Fig. 2. Simulated human spectrograms for (a) running and (b) creeping.

Fig. 3. Simulated human spectrograms for two different crawling people.
(a) Test Subject A. (b) Test Subject B.

B. Representing Micro-Doppler: Spectrograms
Spectrograms provide a means for visualizing the time–
frequency variation of a signal. The spectrogram of a radar
return is computed by taking the STFT of the slow-time slice
containing the target information, given in (10). An example
spectrogram for a human walking is shown in Fig. 1 for data
simulated from MOCAP data. The dominant component of
the return is the torso response, which is seen as a dark red
sinusoidal oscillation centered about the average velocity of the
human walking. The periodic oscillations of the limbs appear
as periodicities about the average, with the largest amplitude
oscillations corresponding to the motion of the legs.
Simulated spectrograms for the other human motions considered in this paper are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows
MOCAP-based micro-Doppler signatures for running and
creeping, whereas Fig. 3 shows the spectrogram for crawling
obtained for two different people/trials stored in the CMU
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database. Notice the visually observable differences in the
shape that is exhibited for even two different people engaging
in the same motion. While kinematic models are unable to
capture individual differences, the use of MOCAP data based
on actual observations of multiple human subjects with video
and infrared sensors is able to capture the natural variability
seen between different people engaged in the same activity.
Capturing this variability is an important aspect in accurate
statistical testing of classification algorithms and is a critical
advantage of MOCAP-based simulators.
Moreover, observe the similarity between the spectrogram
for crawling (see Fig. 2) and that for creeping (see Fig. 3).
Indeed, one of the more challenging problems in automatic
human activity classification is the discrimination of crawling
and creeping.
C. Human Micro-Doppler Signature Database
In this paper, the CMU motion capture library, which is
distributed free of charge to researchers worldwide, is utilized
to generate a database of human micro-Doppler signatures.
The CMU MOCAP database contains a total of 2605 different
motion records belonging to 112 different subjects engaged
in a variety of activities, such as walking, running, climbing,
crawling, jumping, different sports, and mixed activities, such
as running, stopping, and running again.
For this paper, however, four different types of activities are
considered: walking, running, creeping, and crawling. Here,
crawling refers to movement made upon hands and knees,
whereas creeping is used to describe a military-style body-onthe-ground movement. MOCAP files for these activities were
used to generate their corresponding micro-Doppler signatures.
The resulting human micro-Doppler signature database used
in this paper contains a total of 378 entries for each degree,
with 196 entries for walking, 71 for running, 38 for creeping,
and 73 for crawling. Among these 378 entries, 64 belong
to women, whereas the gender for the remaining entries is
unknown. Simulated spectrograms are generated for a 15-GHz
radar possessing a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 2400 Hz.
The range between the radar and target is 1000 m, with a range
resolution of 1 m and a pulsewidth of 3.34 μs.
IV. F EATURE E XTRACTION
Over the years, a plethora of features have been proposed
in the literature for classification of human micro-Doppler.
Of these features, ten have been extracted for the purpose of
evaluation in this paper; more specifically:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

average torso Doppler frequency;
bandwidth of torso oscillation;
maximum of upper envelope;
minimum of lower envelope;
total Doppler bandwidth;
average of upper envelope;
average of lower envelope;
difference between envelope averages;
mean of envelope averages;
mean of envelope’s maximum and minimum.

A. Feature Computation
These features are extracted by first isolating the torso response from within the spectrogram image. The torso response
is identified as the points of maximum amplitude for each
column in the image. Thus, the average torso Doppler frequency (feature 1) is simply the average of the frequencies
corresponding to these peak values, whereas the bandwidth
of torso oscillations (feature 2) is found by differencing the
maximum and minimum frequencies of the torso response. The
upper and lower envelopes are defined by calculating the energy
of each column and finding the limits at which the energy
suddenly drops. These limits thus define the micro-Doppler
signature in the spectrogram. The upper and lower envelopes
are then defined by the upper and lower frequency limits,
respectively. The maximum, minimum, and average of these
envelopes yield numerical values for features 3, 4, 6, and 7.
The total Doppler bandwidth (feature 5) is computed as the
difference between features 3 and 4, whereas the difference
between envelope averages (feature 8) is computed from the
difference between features 6 and 7. The mean of the envelope’s averages (feature 9) is found by averaging features 6
and 7, whereas feature 10 is found from averaging features 3
and 4.

B. Accuracy of Feature Estimates
A number of parameters affect the accuracy of extracted
features, primarily, the SNR, dwell time, and antenna-target
geometry. The greater the SNR, the greater the variability that
will be seen in the extracted torso and envelope trajectories. The
number of noise-related outliers will increase; thus, accurate extraction of features will be also dependent upon the robustness
and methodology of the feature extraction algorithms utilized.
Dwell time, i.e., the total duration of data, also affects the
accuracy of feature estimates, particularly those features involving averaging or the extraction of periodicities. Depending upon
the application involved, the dwell time of the radar will vary.
In some cases, several minutes of data could be easily obtained,
whereas in other cases, only a fraction of a second of data may
be available.
Another fundamental limitation on the accuracy of feature estimates is highly related to the phenomenology of the
micro-Doppler effect, namely, the antenna-target geometry. The
Doppler effect causes changes in the frequency of an impingent
electromagnetic wave dependent upon the relative velocity of
the reflector (e.g., target) as observed from the source (e.g.,
radar). If the target is directly moving toward or away from
the radar, the velocity observed will be identical to the target
velocity, resulting in the maximum possible target-induced
Doppler shift. However, if the target motion is skewed relative
to the antenna line of sight, then the resulting Doppler shift
observed is given by fD = 2v cos(θ)/λ, where θ is the aspect
angle. Thus, as the aspect angle between the antenna-target
vector and target motion vector approaches 90◦ , i.e., the target
moves tangential to the antenna, the target-induced Doppler
shift increasingly decreases, making it difficult to accurately
estimate features.
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A. Case 1: Known Aspect Angle

Fig. 4. Spectrograms of human walking (a) 0◦ , and (b) 90◦ relative to the
antenna line of sight.

The effect of aspect angle is shown in Fig. 4, which compares
the spectrograms of a human walking toward and tangentially to
the antenna line of sight. Notice the decrease in overall microDoppler bandwidth, which results in a squishing effect over
the target signatures. Visually, the 90◦ walking spectrogram is
not unlike the creeping and crawling spectrograms, which are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, obtained for a person walking directly
toward the radar. Thus, motion skewed relative to the angle
results in poorer feature estimates and increased confusion
between classes. Indeed, Tahmoush and Silvious [46] reported
that classification rates as low as 40% can be observed when
target motion is tangential to the antenna-radar line of sight.
Optimization of classification performance across all these
variable conditions thus requires a radar system capable of
adapting its signal processing according to these conditions.
Focusing on the problem of feature selection, we desire to select
a minimal feature set such that the features chosen are data
dependent, i.e., optimal, given the operating conditions of the
radar. Information theory offers a means to facilitate such a design because, in assessing the contribution of each feature to the
classification problem, mutual information takes into account
the nonideal effects that are encountered in application-specific
real-world radar operation. In this paper, we specifically consider the effects of SNR, dwell time, and antenna-target aspect
angle, but the IT framework is general enough to encompass
any nonideality.
V. F EATURE S ELECTION A NALYSIS
Here, the performance and features selected by IT-based
feature selection algorithms, MIFS, MIFS-U, and mRMR, are
compared with a forward-selection wrapper approach [19] over
varying aspect angle, SNR, and dwell time. Because the wrapper method tests possible feature set combinations using a treestructured search in a brute-force manner, the classification
results yielded by wrapper-selected features usually exceed
those yielded by filter-selected features. Many possible classifiers are available, but as the focus of this paper is feature
selection, feature selection algorithms will be compared for just
one classifier, namely, a k-nearest neighbors (kNNs) (k = 3)
classifier that assumes the correct recognition of each activity
has equal priority. As some radars also possess tracking capabilities, thereby enabling estimation of target position, results
will be presented for two cases: 1) known aspect angle and
2) unknown aspect angle.

In this case, we assume the aspect angle is known. Thus,
the micro-Doppler database is processed for each aspect angle
separately. The database contains walking, running, creeping,
and crawling data simulated from the CMU Motion Capture
Library as described in Section III for angles between 0◦ and
180◦ with 5◦ increments. At each given aspect angle, a training
set of 60% is randomly selected, whereas the remaining entries
are then used as the test set.
The distributions for each feature are computed from histograms of the training data as follows. Each spectrogram
is a single point in an N dimensional feature space. Let us
denote each spectrogram ψ p as ψ p = (ψ1p , ψ2p , . . . , ψN p ),
where ψip denotes the value of feature i for spectrogram p.
Then, assuming there are P spectrograms, we form a histogram
for feature fi , using the set of values {ψip }, p = 1, . . . , P .
Normalizing the histogram yields the PMF p(fi ) for feature fi .
For the joint PMF p(fi , fj ), we form a 2-D histogram using
the set of pairs {(ψip , ψjp )}, p = 1, . . . , P . Again, normalizing
the 2-D histogram, we obtain p(fi , fj ). Once the marginal and
joint PMFs are obtained, any desired entropy term or mutual
information can be calculated as defined in (1) and (2).
Classification results are obtained by randomly selecting the
training set ten times for each angle and then by using MIFS,
MIFS-U, mRMR, and the wrapper method to choose an optimal
feature set for a given number of features. The average of the
classification performance obtained by each of these sets is
given for three specific angles (0◦ , 45◦ , and 90◦ ) and an average
computed over all 360 angles, as shown in Table I.
Here, a number of important observations can be made. First,
the highest classification performance was typically achieved
using only three or four features. Increasing the number of
features does not necessarily mean better performance, as
shown in Fig. 5. Second, as highlighted by the comparison of
algorithms for three features plotted in Fig. 6, MIFS-U outperforms other MI-based feature selection algorithms by 4%–10%
depending on angle. In fact, MIFS-U yielded performance at
about the same level as the wrapper method. This result is significant because wrappers generally outperform filter methods;
however, in micro-Doppler classification, it can be seen that
MIFS-U offers comparable performance while not requiring
brute-force computation specific to a certain classifier. Here,
it should be emphasized that this result is specific to the
application of micro-Doppler classification and is in contrast
with the results seen in other applications, detailed in [26].
Third, as expected due to the angular dependence of feature
estimate accuracy, as aspect angle increases, the classification
performance significantly decreases. For example, with four
features, the best classification performance at 0◦ is 95.53%,
whereas at 90◦ , this drops to as low as 67.87% with mRMR
and MIFS. The best performance at 90◦ is 69.07%, achieved
using four features selected with MIFS-U. This represents a
substantial improvement over the 40% correct classification
rate reported in another study [46].
Finally, it is interesting to observe that the algorithms consistently select certain features, while almost never selecting
others. Consider Table II, which shows the features that were
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TABLE I
P ERCENTAGE OF C ORRECT C LASSIFICATION (K NOWN A SPECT A NGLE )

Fig. 5. Impact of feature set size as given using MIFS-U.

selected most frequently out of the ten random trials by the
algorithms at varying angles for a set size of three features.
Across almost all angles, the algorithms preferably selected
the average torso Doppler (feature 1), torso Doppler bandwidth
(feature 2), and mean of envelope averages (feature 9). At
90◦ , however, rather than the mean of envelope averages, the
difference between envelope averages is preferred (feature 8).
Considering the extremely small overall Doppler bandwidth of
the signature at 90◦ , this preference is actually quite logical
because it would be expected that the difference be numerically
larger than the mean and thus more susceptible changes in
micro-Doppler due to activity.
Conversely, the minimum of the lower envelope (feature 4),
total Doppler bandwidth (feature 5), and average of lower
envelope (feature 7) are rarely selected, whereas the mean of
the envelope’s maximum and minimum (feature 10) is never
selected at all. This shows that the lower envelope has very

Fig. 6. Comparison of classification performance achieved by sets of three
features chosen by different algorithms.

little contribution toward class separation as compared with the
upper envelope and that the spectral characteristics of the torso
response play a critical role in activity discrimination.
B. Case 2: Unknown Aspect Angle
The aforementioned results were attained under the assumption that the antenna-target aspect angle was known. However,
if the range resolution of the radar is large or if the radar does
not have a tracking mode, then the aspect angle cannot be
estimated prior to classification. In this case, the training set is
formed by randomly selecting 60% of the database regardless
of angle. The IT and wrapper algorithms are applied on this
training set to find a feature set that yields the best classification
performance. This process is repeated ten times, so that ten
feature sets are computed from different randomly selected
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TABLE II
T OP T HREE F EATURES S ELECTED W HEN A PRIORI K NOWLEDGE OF TARGET A SPECT A NGLE I S K NOWN
(• M EANS F EATURE I S S ELECTED , ◦ M EANS T HAT F EATURE I S N OT S ELECTED )

training sets. The final feature set is determined by choosing the
features most frequently selected among the results of the ten
trials. Classification results using these feature sets are shown
in Table III for the cases when the target moves at an aspect
angle of 0◦ , 45◦ , and 90◦ .
Although when the aspect angle is 0◦ , all IT-based algorithms offer comparable performance as the aspect angle increases, particularly at 90◦ , it may be seen that the MIFS-U
algorithm clearly outperforms both MIFS and mRMR and even
exceeds the wrapper method. Although the wrapper method
does test feature combinations in a brute-force manner because
the search is done over a tree structure, every possible combination is not in fact tried; therefore, it is possible for MIFS-U
to find an advantageous feature set that the tree search never
tested.
The detrimental impact of not having tracking, i.e., knowledge of the aspect angle, can also be clearly seen. In the unknown angle case, the best performance of 83.84% is achieved
by MIFS-U with six features, when all angles are considered,
whereas when the aspect angle is known, this rate improves
to 91.98% for just three features as selected by MIFS-U.
Thus, tracking knowledge results in about an 8% improvement

in classification performance, whereas implementation of ITbased feature selection also results in a reduction in complexity,
by requiring just three instead of eight features. This difference
is more clearly shown in Fig. 7, which compares the performance of MIFS-U and wrapper methods in the known and
unknown angle situations when three features are selected. The
benefit of knowledge yields performance improvements of as
much as 20%.
Examining the features preferred by the IT-based and wrapper methods, as shown in Table IV, it may be observed that, as
in the known angle case, the average torso Doppler (feature 1)
and torso Doppler bandwidth (feature 2) are always selected
as important features for class separability. However, in the
unknown case and known 90◦ case, rather than the mean
of envelope averages (feature 9), which was preferred in the
known case over all angles except 90◦ , the difference between
envelope averages (feature 8) is preferred. This reflects that the
difference between envelopes is a more robust feature over angle than the mean. Furthermore, as in the known angle case, the
mean of the envelope’s maximum and minimum (feature 10)
is never selected, suggesting that this feature is really not a good
feature for micro-Doppler classification.
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TABLE III
P ERCENTAGE OF C ORRECT C LASSIFICATION (U NKNOWN A SPECT A NGLE )

TABLE V
C ONFUSION M ATRIX FOR MIFS-U K NOWN A NGLE C ASE
AVERAGE C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS ( IN %)

Fig. 7. Comparison of MIFS-U classification performance using six features
with the aspect angle known and unknown.
TABLE IV
T OP T HREE F EATURES OF S ELECTED S IX F EATURES W HEN NO A PRIORI
K NOWLEDGE OF A SPECT A NGLE I S AVAILABLE (• M EANS F EATURE
I S S ELECTED , ◦ M EANS T HAT F EATURE I S N OT S ELECTED )

C. Classification Confusion Analysis
An idea of which activities are most often confused with
each other may be obtained by conducting a confusion matrix
analysis of the classification results presented earlier. For the
MIFS-U algorithm selecting a set of three features, the distribution of class tags is shown as tabulated for assigned classes

TABLE VI
C ONFUSION M ATRIX FOR MIFS-U U NKNOWN A NGLE C ASE
AVERAGE C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS ( IN %)
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TABLE VII
T OP T HREE F EATURES S ELECTED IN K NOWN AND U NKNOWN A NGLE C ASE FOR 0◦ A SPECT A NGLE U NDER VARYING SNR
W ITH K NN = 3 C LASSIFIER . (• M EANS F EATURE I S S ELECTED , ◦ M EANS T HAT F EATURE I S N OT S ELECTED )

versus true activity. Results are shown in Table V for a priori
knowledge of a target motion aspect angle under two specific
cases: the target moving at an angle of 0◦ (maximum Doppler
spread) and 90◦ (minimum Doppler spread). When the target is
moving away from the radar, i.e., the aspect angle is known to
be 0◦ , walking, running, and crawling are correctly classified
at rates of 99%, 100%, and 88.97%, respectively. Creeping is
correctly classified at a rate of 80%, which is most often being
confused with crawling for 20% of the records.
Similar trends may be observed in the case where there is
no a priori knowledge of the target motion angle. In Table VI,
results for the same two cases of target motion are presented
but, this time, for the case where there is no a priori knowledge
of angle. As the results of Table VI show, high classification

rates for walking and running are achieved at 0◦ aspect angle,
which are indeed not much different from those achieved with
knowledge of the angle. However, when the aspect angle increases to 90◦ , these rates drop more in the unknown angle case
that as when the angle was known. More specifically, there is a
44% drop from 92.44% to 48.46% (unknown angle) as opposed
to a 23% drop of 99.36% to 76.41% (known angle) for walking.
Thus, the importance of a priori knowledge is best reflected in
the cases when the data quality is poor (e.g., high aspect angle).
It is interesting to observe that a person walking is never
classified as running, whereas a person running is sometimes
mistaken as walking. The reason for this is that the envelope
detection algorithms can potentially underestimate, but never
overestimate, the Doppler spread of the envelopes. As running
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Fig. 8. Comparison of classification performance of selected three features
according to SNR for known angle 0◦ .
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Fig. 9. Comparison of classification performance of selected three features
according to SNR for unknown angle 0◦ .

has a higher Doppler spread than walking, it is sometimes
mistaken for walking but rarely vice versa. At 90◦ aspect angle,
the difficulty in obtaining accurate feature estimates results
in the confusion rates to increase. The only exception is that
running is rarely confused with crawling because those two
activities have the greatest difference in velocity, among other
features as well.
D. Impact of Interference on Feature Selection
As the levels of interference due to ground clutter and
noise increase, the components of the micro-Doppler signature
become increasingly masked. The weakest components of the
signature are the appendage returns. Thus, feature related to
the envelopes will be the most susceptible to degradation under
low SNR conditions. In contrast, the strongest component is
the torso reponse; therefore, features related to the torso are
expected to be robust in interference.
This intuition is corroborated by the feature selection results
presented in Table VII, which shows the top three features
selected by the algorithms under the known and unknown 0Ł
aspect angle situations for several different SNRs. Notice that
the average torso Doppler is always a relevant feature, as is
torso Doppler bandwidth, until the SNR drops below 15 dB.
Below 15 dB, each algorithm appears to select a different
combination, a reflection of the increasingly randomized nature
of the acquired spectrogram. Indeed, the inconsistencies in selected features are reflected in the overall performance. Below
10 dB, classification performance plummets (see Figs. 8 and 9).

Fig. 10. Classification performance of kNN = 3 classifier as a function of
dwell time for the known angle case (SNR = 35 dB, 0◦ aspect angle.

E. Impact of Dwell Time on Feature Selection
As the dwell time decreases, generally, the classification
performance likewise shows a downward trend (see Figs. 10
and 11) due to an inability of features to capture critical periodicities of the human gait. It appears that dwell time affects all
features equally because the choice of features did not usually
change as the dwell decreased. In the known angle case, average
torso Doppler (feature 1), torso Doppler bandwidth (feature 2),
and mean of envelope averages (feature 9) remained to be

Fig. 11. Classification performance of kNN = 3 classifier as a function of
dwell time for the unknown angle case (SNR = 35 dB, 0◦ aspect angle).
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consistently selected, whereas in the unknown angle case, the
total Doppler bandwidth (feature 5) was preferred over the
mean of envelope averages (feature 9).
The performance drop due to decreased dwell is more dramatic in the unknown angle case, where the full duration of
the data collect (1.5 s) is required to classify at a rate of 90%.
In the known angle case, it may be observed that 0.75 s of
data is generally sufficient to achieve over 90% classification.
Thus, the exploitation of tracking information here too provides
a performance gain in terms of the dwell time required.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of feature selection for optimal human micro-Doppler classification has been examined in detail.
IT feature selection algorithms are proposed as a means to maximize the classification performance for a minimal number of
features over a variety of operational conditions, such as radartarget geometry, SNR, and dwell time. The MIFS-U algorithm
is shown to yield better results in comparison to other methods
approximating the calculation of mutual information, such as
MIFS and mRMR. Results show that the exploitation of knowledge, e.g., tracking information, yields definite improvements
in classification performance while also decreasing dwell time
requirements. Moreover, it is shown that certain features are
more relevant and hence consistently preferred by the IT-based
feature selection algorithms, whereas other features that have
been proposed in the literature are never selected. The choice
of features is also seen to change over aspect angle and SNR,
whereas dwell time appears to have little impact on preferences.
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